Abstract The enthalpies of solution of cyclic ethers [1,4-dioxane, 12-crown-4 (12C4), 15-crown-5 (15C5) and 18-crown-6 (18C6)] in N,N-dimethylformamide ? methanol (DMF ? MeOH) mixtures have been measured at 298.15 K. On the basis of the obtained data, the effect of the acid-base and structure-energetic properties of the DMF ? MeOH mixtures on the enthalpy of solution of cyclic ethers in these mixtures has been analyzed. The results have been compared with analogous data concerning the cyclic ethers in N,N-dimethylformamide ? water (DMF ? W) mixtures.
Introduction
Crown ethers are very well-known and interesting compounds widely used in biology, medicine and chemistry. Because of their structure, they can form complexes with cations [1, 2] and small organic molecules [3] [4] [5] [6] . Crown ethers are among the most popular catalysts used in the organic synthesis technique called phase-transfer catalysis [7] [8] [9] [10] and in the nucleophilic substitution [11] . The use of crown ethers is closely connected with their interaction with the molecules of the solvent used for investigations. The latter, in turn, depend on the properties of pure or mixed solvents. Very often the course of chemical reactions and their mechanism is dependent on the solvating properties of solvents; thus, the selection of solvent for chemical reactions plays a very important role. For this reason, the knowledge how cyclic ethers interact with organic solvent molecules is of paramount importance. Many papers have dealt with the effect of the properties of pure [12] [13] [14] [15] and mixed (organic ? organic and organic ? water) solvents on physical and chemical processes in solution [16, 17] .
In our research, we are looking for the relationship between the dissolution enthalpy of cyclic ethers and different properties of mixed solvents. We have studied the dissolution enthalpy of cyclic ethers in various mixed solvents [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , with particular attention paid to hydrophobic hydration of the solutes [23] [24] [25] . In this research, the significant role has been played by the solutions in N,N-dimethylformamide ? water mixed solvent (DMF ? W) [23, 24] . It is as, in opinion of some authors [27, 28] , in these mixtures the energetic effects of hydrophobic hydration and of hydrophilic hydration of the DMF molecule are similar in their magnitude and they almost compensate one another [27, 28] . For this reason, the mentioned mixtures are very suitable for thermochemical examination of hydrophobic properties of different solutes and the deviations from the additivity of the dissolution enthalpies can serve as a measure of the solute hydrophobic hydration effect.
Besides the hydrophobic hydration effect on the solvation of crown ethers in solution, we have analyzed the effect of energetic properties expressed through the excess enthalpy, effect of structural properties illustrated by volume excess and also effect of the acid-base properties described by the appropriate functions [18] . The latter characteristics, in our opinion, have the fundamental significance in such analysis. Despite this, only a few reports concerning the examination of the effect of the acid-base properties of single solvents on chemical and physical processes could be found in the literature [29] [30] [31] [32] . Therefore, we have decided to continue our studies on this subject. In earlier works, we examined, from this point of view, the solutions in mixed solvents, where one of the mixture components was water. They were the mixtures of water (W) with organic solvents such as: propan-1-ol (PrOH) [19, 20] , acetonitrile (AN) [19, 21] , acetone (ACN) [22] , dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) [22] and methanol (MeOH) [33] .
As it is well known, water is a very important and specific solvent due to its capability for hydrophobic hydration of solutes. This process does not occur in the case of other solvents. Therefore, it seemed to be interesting what would happen when we replace water in the mentioned mixtures by the organic solvent, namely methanol. Methanol belongs to the most popular solvents and similarly to water is amphiprotic and hydrogen-bonded one, but it differs from water in its structure and no effect analogous to the hydrophobic hydration (e.g., solvophobic solvation) was observed in methanolic solutions. In the present paper, we have examined the effect of acid-base and structural-energetic properties of the DMF ? MeOH mixtures on the enthalpy of dissolution of cyclic ethers in these mixtures and compared the obtained results with the appropriate data for solutions in DMF ? W mixtures.
Experimental Materials
Suppliers, purity, a method of purification and water contents in the compounds used for measurements (1,4-dioxane, 12-crown-4, 15-crown-5, 18-crown-6, methanol and N,N-dimethylformamide) are shown in Table 1 .
Methods
The enthalpy of solution of cyclic ethers in the DMF ? MeOH mixtures was examined at (298.15 ± 0.01) K using an ''isoperibol''-type calorimeter as described in the literature [36] . The calorimeter was verified on the basis of the standard enthalpy of solution of urea and KCl (Calorimetric standard US, NBS) in water at (298.15 ± 0.01) K [37, 38] 
Results and discussion
where D solv H°is the enthalpy of solvation and D sol H°is the standard enthalpy of solution. Figure 1 shows the transfer enthalpy of cyclic ethers from DMF to DMF ? MeOH mixtures. For the sake of comparison, the analogous data for solutions in DMF ? W mixtures are also presented in the figure. The transfer enthalpy of cyclic ethers from DMF to DMF ? W mixtures has been calculated using the data of the enthalpy of solution of cyclic ethers in the DMF ? W mixtures [23, 24] . As it is seen from the graph, the dissolution enthalpies of cyclic ethers in DMF ? MeOH mixtures slowly grow from the values in pure DMF to those in pure MeOH. The shape of the D tr H°= f(x MeOH ) function is almost linear in the case of the crown ethers (12C4, 15C5 and 18C6). It seems to point at the gradual change of the crown ethers solvation sphere along with the change of the mixed solvent composition. In the case of 1,4-dioxane, the D tr H°exhibits a negative deviations from the additivity with a minimum in the range of high DMF content, what suggests the preferential solvation of the solute by the DMF molecules. The latter conclusion agrees with the results of analysis of the thermochemical properties of solutes in the mixtures of DMF and methanol with organic cosolvents [47] .
Methanol molecules are highly associated. It can be assumed that an increase in the methanol content in the mixture reduces the number of hydrogen bonds between DMF molecules and MeOH molecules and increases the number of MeOH molecules that are highly associated with each other. Cyclic ether molecules may also form hydrogen bonds with the MeOH molecules. At high methanol content in the mixture cyclic ether molecules probably disrupt the association of methanol to form hydrogen bonds with the molecules of methanol. Therefore, probably the enthalpy of ) of cyclic ethers: 1,4-dioxane, 12-crown-4 (12C4), 15-crown-5 (15C5) and 18-crown-6 (18C6) in DMF ? MeOH mixtures at 298.15 K at the pressure p = 0.1 MPa dissolution of cyclic ethers increases with increasing the methanol content in DMF ? MeOH. It should be stressed that the molecules of cyclic ethers have basic properties due to the free electron pairs on the oxygen atoms and molecules of methanol are characterized by acidic properties. These properties facilitate the interaction of molecules. The values of the transfer enthalpy function of cyclic ethers in DMF ? W mixtures in the range of high DMF content also grow almost linearly. However, this growth is faster than in the system containing methanol. This is due to a stronger interactions of molecules of DMF with water than with MeOH ones. The essential differences in the course of D tr H°= f(x MeOH ) and D tr H°= f(x w ) curves in the mixtures of DMF ? MeOH and DMF ? W are observed in the range of small DMF content, i.e., x MeOH [ 0.5 and x w [ 0.5 ( Fig. 1) . In this area of the mixture of DMF with water, one can observe sharp decrease in the transfer enthalpy of cyclic ethers. The deviations from the additivity of cyclic ethers dissolution enthalpies, H E , are positive in these mixtures. Such behavior is characteristic for the hydrophobic hydration of the solute [27, 28] , and it is not observed in the mixture of DMF with MeOH in the high methanol content area. Thus, the replacement of water with MeOH in the mixture with DMF results in a change in the interactions between the solute molecules and molecules of the mixed solvent components.
Using the data of the solution enthalpy of cyclic ethers under investigation, we made the assessment of the effect of the acid-base properties of DMF ? MeOH on the enthalpy of solution of cyclic ethers in this mixture. For characterization of the Lewis basicity of the solvent, we have used the Kamlet-Taft parameter B KT , while the Lewis acidity has been expressed by the standardized DimrothReichardt parameter E N T . The values of B KT for DMF ? MeOH mixtures have been taken from the literature [48] . The values of E N T have been calculated on the base of the appropriate literature data of the Dimroth-Reichardt E T parameter for DMF ? MeOH mixtures [49] using Eq. (2) .
where E T is the Dimroth-Reichardt parameter and TMS is tetramethylsilane. The values of E T for water and TMS have been also taken from the literature [29, 49, 50] , respectively. Figure 2 shows the acid-base properties of the DMF ? MeOH mixtures as a function of the molar fraction of DMF. For comparison, in Fig. 3 , the acid-base properties of the DMF ? W mixture, taken from the literature [51] , are presented. As can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3 , the acid-base properties of the DMF ? W mixture change in more significant way than those in DMF ? MeOH.
We have found that the enthalpy of dissolution of cyclic ethers linearly depends on the basic properties of DMF ? MeOH mixtures expressed by the Kamlet-Taft parameter B KT . The inclusion of the Lewis acidity term into the correlation equation did not improve the statistical goodness of fit. Hence, the examined enthalpies of solution of the examined ethers in DMF ? MeOH mixtures can be presented as a linear function of B KT (Eq. 3) [19] .
where Q o is the value of the given property in the absence of the solvent effect and b indicates the contribution of the base properties to the variation of the enthalpy of solution.
The obtained values of parameters of the relationship (3) are given in Table 3 . It comes out from these results that the changes in the solvent Lewis basicity explain almost entirely observed variation of the enthalpy of solution of the cyclic ethers in the system (r 2 [ 0.95). The effect of solvent acidity seems to be insignificant, or it has a constant value and does not influence the variation of the D sol H°values. In the latter case, its value is included into the Q o parameter value. The negative values of the (Fig. 2) . The very good agreement between measured and calculated values of the D sol H°c onfirms additionally the above suggestions. As was shown previously, there are the clear differences between the shapes of curves of the enthalpy of solution of cyclic ethers in mixtures DMF ? MeOH and DMF ? W caused by the hydrophobic hydration of cyclic ethers within the range of high water content. Therefore, we decided to verify how the replacement of methanol with water in the mixture with DMF is reflected in the effect of the acid-base properties of the mixture on the enthalpy of solution of cyclic ethers.
It appeared that the dissolution enthalpies of the examined cyclic ethers in DMF ? W mixtures correlate linearly neither with the mixed solvent basicity expressed by the B KT nor with the solvent acidity expressed by the E N T parameter individually. In order to correlate the examined enthalpies of solution, it was necessary to use both the above-mentioned parameters and the analysis has been carried out using Eq. (4) [30] . From the performed analysis, it follows that in contrast to the earlier discussed system in the mixture of DMF with water both the acidic and basic parameters of the mixture are necessary to fit the dissolution enthalpy data. The values of obtained coefficients in Eq. 4 are collected in Table 4 . As it can be seen, the fitting parameters in this mixed solvent differ significantly from those in DMF ? MeOH mixture. The Q o coefficients are negative, while the a and b coefficients are positive what means that the increase in the both acidic and basic properties of the mixture brings unfavorable contributions to the dissolution enthalpy of the examined solutes. These differences come out from the specific properties of water and its ability to hydrophobic hydration of nonpolar fragments of the organic molecules. This effect is probably included into the Q o value. If so, the energetically unfavorable contributions to variation of the cyclic ethers dissolution enthalpies illustrate a weakening of the hydrophobic hydration effect and seem to be connected with the destruction of the hydrophobic hydration shells. Table 4 (4) mixtures to the total variation of the enthalpy of solution of cyclic ethers. As seen, this contribution decreases with increasing the size of cyclic ethers ring. The data from Table 4 were then used to calculate the cyclic ether enthalpies of solution. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 5 . As is seen the fit is very good, the calculated values of the enthalpy of solution differs only slightly from those obtained experimentally.
The calculated parameters of Eqs. (3) and (4) do not change regularly (Tables 3 and 4) . It is not easy to explain this fact. In order to through some light for it, we used the model proposed in our previous papers [18, 52] . The structure of mixed solvent depends on the composition of mixture and on the type and energy of interactions between the mixture components. In our model, we assumed that excess molar volume V E describes the structural properties and excess molar enthalpy H E describes mainly the energetic properties but also structural properties since a change in the structure brings about changes in the energetic properties. Both functions describe the deviations of properties of the given mixture from those of an ideal mixture. In previous papers, this model was used to explain the changes in the enthalpic effect of preferential solvation of crown ethers [18] and the change in thermodynamics functions of complex formation crown ethers with sodium cation with the change of mixed water-organic solvent composition [52] . In the presented paper, we decided to use this model to describe the enthalpy of solution of cyclic ethers. We calculated the deviations from additivity of the solution enthalpy of cyclic ethers using Eq. (5).
where 
where Tables 5 and 6 . As shown in Tables 5 and 6 , the calculated parameters of Eq. (6) do not change regularly similarly as in the case of parameters of Eqs. (3) and (4) . In Figs. 8 and 9 show proton donor properties. In the case of 1,4-dioxane, the oxygen atoms are directed outward. Hence, the interactions of the exposed oxygen atoms with the molecules of the mixed solvent will be stronger than in the case of molecules of crown ethers. As can be seen in Fig. 8 , the contribution of structural properties (cV E ) clearly increases with increasing the crown ethers ring (12C4, 15C5 and 18C6). The building into the existing structure of the mixed solvent (DMF ? MeOH) increasing ring crown ether causes an increase in the contribution of structural properties (cV E ). This is not observed in the case of contribution of energetic properties (dH E ). This would suggest similar character of interactions between the molecules of crown ethers and molecules of mixed solvent. In the case of 18C6, the contributions of structural properties (cV E ) and energetic properties (dH E ) are almost the same. This may be due to changes in conformation of 18C6 with respect to 12C4 and 15C5. 18C6 ring is large and flexible, whereas smaller rings 12C4 and 15C5 are less flexible and less susceptible to a conformational change.
Although the contributions of structural properties (cV E ) and energetic properties (dH E ) in D sol H E ðDMF þ W) (Fig. 9 ) are much higher than in D sol H E ðDMF þ MeOH) (Fig. 8) , it is possible to observe a similar increase in structural properties with an increase in the ring of the cyclic ether (1,4-dioxane, 12C4, 15C5 and 18C6). In this case, this is due to the hydrophobic hydration of cyclic ethers. This fact confirms the relationship cV E in maximum as a function of enthalpic effect of hydrophobic hydration of cyclic ethers (Hb(W)) [23, 24] (Eq. 7). Based on the analysis made, it can be stated that the replacement of methanol with water in the mixture with DMF exerts a great effect on the enthalpy of solution of cyclic ethers as well as on the contribution of structural properties.
Conclusions
The dissolution enthalpies of the examined cyclic ethers in the mixtures of DMF both with methanol and with water can be presented as a function of the acid-base as well as structural-energetic properties of the mixed solvents. However, in the mixtures with methanol the basic properties of the solvent expressed through the Kamlet-Taft B KT basicity parameter explain almost totally the observed variation of the dissolution enthalpy of the cyclic ethers in the mixtures, whereas in aqueous mixtures both the acidic and basic parameters are necessary for such analysis. That is as in the DMF ? W mixtures in the range of low DMF content the properties of water are dominating, and its both acid and basic properties exert comparable effect on the enthalpy of solution of cyclic ethers in the mixtures. In both mixtures (DMF ? MeOH and DMF ? W), the contribution of structural properties in the deviation from additivity of the enthalpy of solution of cyclic ethers increases with increasing the crown ethers ring size and this dependence manifests itself to larger extent in DMF ? W mixtures. It is closely related to the strong effect of hydrophobic hydration of the cyclic ethers in aqueous mixtures.
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